Acoustics
Architecture
Consoles
Engineering
Ergonomics
Integration
Furniture
Peripherals
Patch Bays
Supervision
Wiring

More than 100 man-years of frontline experience.
That's the kind of systems expertise that PR&E brings to facility consolidation. It's the foresight that comes from 25 years of hindsight. No delays. No overruns. And no finger-pointing.
Contact us at www.pre.com, e-mail sales@pre.com or call us at 760-438-3911.

NAB calls LPFM a chaos creator
NAB tests have found that adding low-power FMs on second- and third-adjacent channels will indeed cause interference to existing stations.

Spot pacing: Halloween promises to be a treat
FCC legalizes cross-ownership, TV duos
LPFM: The chin music album
Are they manning the lifeboats at UPI?
Jones deal may bring in over 1,000 clients for AP
USADR takes to the field in five markets
Cumulus is riding the WaveStation of the future
RCS offers web-friendly system architecture

Auto sales are up, and radio tries to attract auto ads
Radio's challenge: Carmakers first love is TV
June is radio's 82nd month of black ink
Slippage in 25-54 ad campaigns continues
Nicoteen? FDA ads discourage youthful smoking
Interrep finds big bucks among Blacks
.com dollars keep on .coming

Clear Channel plays Trumper card to enter Albuquerque
Mays, Michaels & Co. will be getting an intact, five-FM superduopoly for $55.5M.
But they will find Larry Wilson already entrenched in a formidable Citadel.

CCC harvests stations in a TN Newberry patch
It takes Forever for Regent to get to upstate New York
Forever adds a pair of WASPs to its Pennsylvania portfolio
Grand Rapids: CCC, Bloomington enriched by enriching Goodrich
Rhea peppers portfolio with Salter stations
St. George gets a couple of M&M in the Chitown 'burbs

Patrick Communications
- Station Brokerage
- Debt & Equity Placement
- Fair Market & Asset Appraisals
- Expert Witness Testimony

(410) 740-0250 www.patcomm.com
NAB blasts LPFM, tells FCC it "will create chaos"

Spectrum integrity will be displaced and the transition to IBOC digital radio may be hindered. That's what the NAB says the industry has to look forward to if the FCC goes ahead with its ill-researched low-power FM proposal.

"Low-power radio would result in a significant increase in interference for a large number of radio listeners," announced NAB CEO/Pres. Eddie Fritts during a news conference at NAB headquarters. "We're concerned that the FCC is putting the cart before the horse."

The NAB filed its comments last week in response to the FCC's proposal to relax 2nd and 3rd adjacent channel protection in order to carve out spots for thousands of 100- and 1,000-watt stations. The FCC has made clear over the past few months that it supports LPFM as a way to enhance diverse ownership and programming.

While NAB officials do admit that the Commission's goals are "laudable," the agency should not "sacrifice technical engineering to promote social engineering," writes the NAB in its LPFM comments. Fritts added that his organization supports other avenues to introduce minorities and women to broadcasting, such as tax certificates, and that there is evidence of expanding program diversity.

The study

The FCC last reported to RBR that it was testing boomboxes, car radios and home stereo systems (RBR 7/19, p.2). The NAB has taken that study one step farther by testing 28 radios that also include clock radios and personal radios (such as walkmans) which the Commission did not cover. And the results are not promising. In the 60 markets where the FCC has proposed allocations for LPFM, the NAB reports that if both 2nd and 3rd adjacency protections are eliminated, 6.1M people across the US would sustain interference from 100-watt LPFM stations and 5.8M people from 1,000-watt stations.

In its comments, the NAB discredits the FCC's assumption that new receivers are better than old ones at handling relaxed protections. "It (FCC) relied on unsubstantiated claims by low-power FM proponents that (these protections) are no longer necessary because of alleged 'vast improvements in receiver technology'... these 'vast improvements' are a myth... there is no evidence to support this claim."

The NAB's receiver study reports that LPFM service areas would actually have to be smaller than the Commission has proposed and would in fact be vulnerable to interference from full-power stations.

The study also points out that the conversion to digital radio could be harmed if the Commission proceeds with LPFM. The NAB says the Commission does not know how a digital signal would be affected by an LPFM station because a digital standard has yet been adopted (currently, three companies are vying to establish an IBOC standard). If the FCC pushes forward with LPFM, writes the NAB, "the Commission is abrogating its principal role as spectrum manager."

The NAB's comments also note that each FCC Commissioner has said that LPFM service should not be established if it would create interference to existing broadcasters. Now all the NAB can do is hope they stay true to their words.—TS
FCC OKs TV duopoly, sets radio/TV limits

Saying that the broadcast industry needs to move away from a waiver-based environment into a rule-based one, the FCC voted to eliminate its ban on radio-television crossownership. Before last week’s ruling, radio/TV combos were only available through waivers granted by the Commission.

Under the new rules, a party may now own eight broadcast outlets in a particular market. Permissible combos would include seven radio stations with one television station or six radio stations and two TV stations. Owning two television stations would be an option only if the second station was at risk of failing financially, had already failed or was licensed but never built.

But according to last week’s vote, the rules are not without conditions. There have to be at least 20 other independent voices in the same post-merger market for the radio/TV combos to be approved. An “independent voice” would include all fully-operational commercial or noncommercial radio or television stations, any daily newspaper printed in English at least four days a week and wired cable services.

The new rules also allow a party to own a TV station and up to four radio stations in any market as long as there are still 10 independent voices remaining.

The Commission also amended its ownership attribution rules by adopting a new “equity/debt plus” plan. Under this rule, a party is now considered to have an attributable interest if it holds more than 33% of a station’s equity or debt or if that party supplies more than 15% of a station’s weekly programming. The Commission also retained its 5% voting stock benchmark, but raised it to 20% for passive investors such as insurance companies, mutual finds and bank trust departments.

“This area has been a mess, and I’m glad that we are cleaning it up,” said Chairman Bill Kennard during the Commission’s open meeting. Added Commissioner Michael Powell, “These rules are not all right and they are not all wrong. But they are what they have to be—a compromise.”—TS

LPFM: What others are saying

It’s not surprising that the NAB and virtually all broadcasters are steadfastly opposed to LPFM (see story, page 2). Here’s what some others had to say about the idea through comments filed in the FCC’s Docket 99-25.

• Veteran engineer and low-power TV station owner J. Rodger Skinner Jr., who filed one of the two Petitions for Rulemaking (RM-9242) which led to the LPFM proposal, insists that by dropping 2nd and 3rd adjacent channel protection, “the efficiency of the FM band will be increased without introducing objectionable levels of interference.” Skinner wants the antenna height limit for 1kw LPFMs to be 100 meters, rather than the proposed 60 meters, which he says would make the new stations more competitive. Skinner wants both commercial and non-commercial stations and suggests awarding licenses through a series of filing windows (similar to the original system used for LPTV), and claims that the first-come, first-served system would somehow avoid the congressional mandate that commercial licenses be auctioned.

• Media Access Project, filing on behalf of a number of liberal activist groups, maintained that LPFM “gives the Commission what may be its last and best chance to reintroduce a locally-based, locally-produced program service.” While the groups support the idea of an LPFM commercial service, they said the top priority must go to non-commercial stations, since many large cities are likely to get, at most, one 1kw allocation. Strangely, the groups object to requiring electronic applications, since some of the disadvantaged groups most in need of a radio voice can’t afford computer technology. (RBR note: But could afford to build and maintain an LPFM station?)

• “It is the creation of LPFM, rather than industry consolidation, which poses the greatest threat to the growth of existing minority broadcasters today,” said Alfredo Alonso’s Mega Communications LLC. For example, Mega said, introducing four 1kw or 18 100-watt LPFMs to the Hartford, CT market would likely have a significant impact on its two AMs which serve the Latino and African-American communities. “Even non-commercial LPFMs would drain the audience from full-power stations with minority formats, thus impacting revenues for those stations.”

In all, Docket 99-25 has attracted more than 2,000 comment filings, although most are one-page (often one-sentence) statements of support for LPFM filed via the Internet. All are also available for viewing online at the Commission’s www.fcc.gov site.—JM

RIP UPI?

There was still no confirmation at RBR’s deadline that UPI was selling its broadcast client list to AP and exiting the wire service and radio network businesses, but the handwriting was on the wall. As the latest president charged with rebuilding UPI, Arnaud de Borchgrave has targeted the Internet and electronic newsletters as the way to give the long-struggling company a future.—JM

Kennard applauds tax certificate bill

The FCC boss says Sens. John McCain’s (R-AZ) and Conrad Burns’ (R-MT) plan to bring back tax incentives (RBR 8/2, p.2) is “a sensible way to allow all small businesses to compete in the most dynamic sector of our economy.” The Senators announced two weeks ago they drafted legislation that would allow companies to defer capital gains taxes on ownership sales to minorities and women.—TS

Appeals Court pushes FCC to justify rules

While the US Court of Appeals stopped short of calling the Commission’s personal attack and political editorial rules unconstitutional, it did demand an explanation as to “why the public would benefit...from rules that raise policy and constitutional doubts.”

The NAB and RTNDA have challenged the validity of these rules, saying they interfere with the editorial judgment of journalists by forcing them to give equal airtime to opposing viewpoints.—TS

Big City to retire “Heart & Soul”

As AMFM (O:AMFM) Vice Chairman and Radio President Jimmy de Castro told MBR in January (p. 14), “they’re toast!” Big City Radio’s (A:YFM) R&B Oldies format with the WXXY/WYXX simulcast in Chicago has caved to rival AMFM’s WUBT-FM. Ratings in Sp ’99 were 0.3 vs. 3.3, P12+. GM Rich Marston was to announce the new format 8/6, a W25-54 Modern AC, according to RBR sources.—CM

Kenyon appointed VP, Technology

Former Jacor VP Engineering Al Kenyon (RBR 6/21, p.8, 8/17/98, p.6), has been appointed VP, Technology Clear Channel (N:CCU) Radio by President Randy Michaels. He assumes oversight of technical operations, including computer networks, RF engineering, towers, digital audio programming and satellite communications. When asked what it was like to be in charge of this many functions at 476 radio stations, he said: “Is anyone really in charge of a stampede?”—CM
Jones signs with AP

As Jones Radio Network VP/GM Phil Barry recently told RBR (AdBiz July, p.14), a news product was in the offing. AP Radio was selected 8/2 as the news offering to more than 1,100 JRN affiliates, should they choose the barter service. This adds to AP’s total affiliate and wire client count of nearly 4,000. Beginning 9/20, AP Network News will provide signed JRN affiliates top-of-the-hour 5-minute newscasts, hourly two-minute business and sports reports and live special reports—not the entire AP offering. Jones will pay AP cash for the product.

While Barry had previously told RBR a news product acquisition was likely, Jones/MediaAmerica CEO Ron Hartenbaum opted for a strategic alliance instead: “We decided we’d go to the source. We’re doing more strategic relationships with a variety of different players—Rogers Broadcasting for ‘Rhona, ‘Cox Radio for Neil Boortz and Clark Howard.”—CM

USADR announces test stations

As mentioned (RBR 7/12, p.2), USADR has chosen five cities for its commercial field testing program that began this month. The stations: In New York, WCBS-AM, WNEW-FM (Infinity, N:INF); In Washington, DC, WHFS-FM, WJFK-FM (Infinity), WTOP-AM (Bonneville), WETA-FM (Greater Wash. Ed. Telecom Assn.); In San Francisco, KLLC-FM, KYCY-AM (Infinity); In Baltimore, WPOC-FM (Clear Channel, N:CCU) and Cincinnati, WNOP-AM (Main Street Comm.) USADR’s experimental stations, 1660-AM Cincinnati and 93.5FM Columbia, MD continue testing.

“This is a very aggressive program. There will be some 24/7 around the clock testing. When we test all-digital, we will turn off the analog. That will be at 2:00-3:00 in the morning [on the FM stations],” said USADR CEO Bob Struble, who added the company threw a barbecue 7/30, with entertainment supplied through a decoded digital signal on a USADR prototype iBOC receiver.—CM

RCS offers XML data formats

RCS has announced an open architecture initiative for some aspects of digital on-air and scheduling systems, using the XML data format (used extensively with Web site development), and Microsoft’s COM standard for new versions of its Selector®, Linker and Master Control NT products.

“What we’re trying to spec out is how to pass events—a song, a commercial spot, a schedule—back and forth. We’ve talked to about 16 vendors and we have been developing an XML interface between our own products. Some people have talked about openness and wanted to do was just write things to each other’s databases. That’s alright, but if you have 10 people writing to your database, you then become a captive to each of those vendors—you cannot move and improve or add things without getting consent.” said RCS President Andrew Economos.

RCS is currently working with Enco and Marketon to prove out the XML standard interface.—CM

Cumulus picks automation system

Now that Cumulus Media (O:CMLS) is poised to be the third largest O&O based on number of stations, Executive Chairman Richard Weening (after a LONG period of contemplation) has chosen a common digital on-air system for all 246 stations. BSI’s WaveStation gets the order based on price and an open architecture hardware standard, compatible across Microsoft Windows 95, 98 and NT. While Cumulus will eventually convert most stations over to BSI, the move will be slowly phased in—open architecture doesn’t mean WaveStation will be able to communicate with other systems already in Cumulus’ 45 markets.

“We think BSI has the best functionality, flexibility and pricing in the industry. While we will maintain our relationships with the various vendors who have installed systems in our markets, all new markets will install the BSI platform and several existing markets where support and reliability have been an issue will convert to BSI,” Weening told RBR.

Cumulus’ audio production hub is located in Chattanooga, and was supposed to use DG Systems (O:DGIT) for audio delivery (RBR 2/22, p.4) for one year. The BSI contract won’t supersede that deal in its term. “It’s a production facility, so we’re not doing long-term programming out of there. We will continue to honor that contract,” said Cumulus Radio President Lew Dickey.”—CM
Radio moves Mazda; can it move other auto makers?

by Karen Maxcy

Radio advertising news, trends, strategies & stats for stations, syndicators, advertisers and agencies.
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RBR/Miller Kaplan Market
Sell Out percentage report

October looking strong
Forward pacing continues to run well ahead of last year. In the first look at October, the month is already just shy of half sold. "The improved performance for October is actually even more impressive," said Miller, Kaplan, Arase & Co.'s George Nadel Rivin, since this year's standard broadcast calendar for October is five weeks, compared to four last year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>43.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bumper year for radio

1999 is shaping up to be the best sales year ever for the auto industry according to the National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA). That is befitting for the last year of the same century that saw the first automobile roll off the assembly line and into an impassioned love affair that Americans have with their cars.

"Despite the modest interest rate hike, NADA still expects 1999 light-vehicle sales to surpass the 16M unit mark, shattering the all-timesales record set in 1986," says Paul Taylor, NADA's chief economist. "Sales will slow slightly in the second half (of the year) which will likely cause many dealers to advertise somewhat more to build showroom traffic. But 1999 will still be an all-time record year," he adds.

Last year, America's franchised new-car and -truck dealers already spent a record $5.3B on advertising according to NADA. Newspapers got the lion's share of that budget, capturing $2.7B. Radio got $1.1B of that pie.

Are radio stations poised to capture even bigger money from the big spending auto industry?

Is radio in tune to the auto industry?

Groups like the Radio Advertising Bureau (RAB) and the Detroit Radio Advertising Group (DRAG), who are relentless in their promotion of the use of radio, have had success in attracting dollars to the medium.

But apparently, that is not good enough. The medium's biggest cheerleader, President/COO Bill Burton, tells AdBiz, "Radio is an effective and well respected medium. We are very receptive to radio stations who work with us to create ideas and promotions which meet our goals, enhance our buys and set our clients apart from the massive crowds of all radio advertisers."

Echoing that view is Greg Simonson, Manager of Katz Network Radio Dimensions, Detroit. "I have met with several automotive companies since I have been in Detroit and I have found that one complaint seems to remain constant," he says. And that is: "We (agencies) would include radio more often in the media mix if we knew what you have to offer."

Radio and agency join forces

Opportunity came knocking on Simonson's door recently to do exactly that. In June, Bonnie Saindon, Associate Media Director at W.B. Doner, Detroit was charged with the challenge of moving the '99 Mazda 626 to make room for the new 2000 release of 626 due out in September. Doner represents Mazda North American Operations. They already had a strong TV presence but they needed an integrated campaign, said Saindon. Doner needed to "create a promotion with their radio schedules to create excitement behind the '99 model." Saindon decided to turn to Katz and CBS Radio Sales (Interrep), Detroit for promotional ideas.

The task—72 hours to come up with the perfect traffic-building promotional idea that can work across all markets. At Interrep, Susan continued on AB 4
Who are we as Americans?
Where are we going as a country?
What should we as citizens care about?

Hosted by former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich, The Age of Possibilities is a daily 90-second commentary about the people who make America succeed and how they, as citizens, are changing the world around them.

From his travels across the country, Newt believes technology and education are transforming society. And the knowledge, ideas, solutions and opportunities are empowering individuals to continue to make this country great.

Draw listeners and sponsors to an exciting daily feature that will introduce them to the people that make America strong.

Consider the possibilities.

For more information contact your Premiere Radio Networks representative at 212-445-3919
Urban Radio: Your Black consumers are listening

Interp Research's latest study "Black Consumers/A $32 Billion Market" reveals the growing economic might of the growing African-American population. Presently at 13% of the population, numbering 34M, that segment is projected to grow by 38% to 47M by the year 2025. Median income for the Black family has risen over 300% from 1970 to 1995. The study also finds that Urban radio reaches 80.2% of all Blacks. In general, the results give overwhelming evidence that Urban radio shouldn't be playing second fiddle to the general market stations.—KM

Percent of Black Families earning $50K or more

![Graph showing percentage of Black families earning $50K or more from 1970 to 1995.]

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States

Education Attained by Urban Radio Listeners

![Bar chart showing education attainment by urban radio listeners.]

Source: 1998 Spring Simmons
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Radio scores big with .com advertisers

by Jack Messmer

You know that Internet companies are major new advertisers for radio this year, and with this chart "Internet/E-Commerce" debuts as a hot new category in the RBR/Miller Kaplan Total Media Index.

For April, 37.03% of ad spending by the .com companies went to radio in the 15 market composite that comprises Miller, Kaplan, Arase & Company's Media Market X-Ray. In terms of total dollars, TV got a bit more, but you can bet that the Internet advertisers got many more gross impressions from their radio budgets.

Otherwise, there were no dramatic changes in ad shares from April 1998 or March 1999. Radio's overall share, 14.64%, was up from the previous month's 14.03%, but down from 15.3% a year ago.

---

RBR/Miller Kaplan Total Media Index

April 1999 (Expenditures in 000)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Total Media</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>367,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurants</td>
<td>66,992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department Stores</td>
<td>101,859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foods</td>
<td>48,152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications/Cellular</td>
<td>83,422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture</td>
<td>48,511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services</td>
<td>78,313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movies/Theater/Concerts</td>
<td>45,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grocery Stores</td>
<td>28,646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appliances &amp; Electronics</td>
<td>42,952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel/Resorts/Tours</td>
<td>44,677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug Stores/Products</td>
<td>26,388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers/Office Equipment</td>
<td>29,570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialty Retail</td>
<td>55,692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care</td>
<td>37,680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Parts/Service</td>
<td>20,307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Stores/CDs/Videos</td>
<td>12,905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>26,853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment-Other/Lottery</td>
<td>16,303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Improvement</td>
<td>16,030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Services</td>
<td>36,933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverages</td>
<td>26,122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television</td>
<td>21,572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Fitness&amp;Weight Ctrs.</td>
<td>7,014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications</td>
<td>31,708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet/E-Commerce</td>
<td>15,075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>1,342,355</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---
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The BEST Will Be in Orlando!

The NAB Radio Show gives you the opportunity to interact with some of the BEST Radio Group Executives.

Ed Christian, Saga Communications  Dick Ferguson, Cox Radio
David Field, Entercom  Ken O'Keefe, AMFM, Inc.
Randy Michaels, Clear Channel Communications  Erica Farber, Radio & Records, Moderator

Participants in this year's Group Executive Super Session — Thursday 9/2

The BEST Show on Radio!
THE NAB RADIO SHOW
TUESDAY – FRIDAY
August 31 - September 3, 1999
Orange County Convention Center
Orlando, Florida

For SPEEDY Registration...
Register Online www.nab.org/conventions/
Call 1.888.740.4622 or 1.301.682.7962  Fax 1.301.694.5124

This Year's NAB Radio Show is Business Casual Attire!
A Bright Idea For Advertising: AMFM Radio Networks!

Exclusive Reach
AMFM's strong FM affiliate base delivers many stations unaffiliated with any other network — over 38% exclusive audience.

Top Stations
AMFM's affiliates include dominant Chancellor and Capstar stations that generally lead their market in ratings and formats.

Top Demo Targets
AMFM's advertising networks are #1 in many key demographic groups including females and young adults — providing minimum out-of-demo waste.

New York 917-206-8900
Chicago 312-202-8850
Los Angeles 323-852-3002
Detroit 248-614-7064
Atlanta 404-365-3054
Dallas 972-239-6220

The Radio Network For The New Millennium

A Division of Chancellor Media Corporation
Harris cashing out PR&E shareholders

Consolidation continues in the equipment industry as well as radio, with Harris Corp. (N:HRS) announcing a $9.5M cash tender offer for Pacific Research & Engineering (A:PXE). PR&E shareholders are being offered $2.35 per share (double the recent trading price) and 15 cents per warrant. The tender offer begins this week and the deal is expected to close next month.

Meanwhile, PR&E reported Q2 financial results, which demonstrate why the offer begins this week and the deal is expected to close next month.

Harris cashing out PR&E shareholders

Although the former Chancellor Media and Capstar Broadcasting didn’t complete their merger until this month (RBR 7/19, p. 2), the two reported as one, AMFM Inc., for Q2. On a consolidated basis, net revenues rose 34.9% to $434.1M. Operating cash flow gained 39.8% to $202.1M. After-tax cash flow was up 13.6% to $111.1M (67 cents per share).

Breaking out the former Capstar, which was in smaller markets than Chancellor, AMFM said Capstar had pro forma revenue gains of 8.9% and cash flow 15.6%.

AMFM Radio CEO Jimmy de Castro noted that the company’s entire management team is now on an incentive program, which will be triggered by the stock reaching $100 per share.

“We now reach 66M people on a national basis,” noted COO Ken O’Keefe.

Westwood posts record

Q2 was bright for new Westwood One (N:WON) Joel Hollander, with net revenues up 5% to $66.4M and operating cash flow gaining 10% to $16.2M. The gains were largely attributed to ShadowTraffic operations.

Double digit gains for Entercom

Any way you cut it, Q2 results for Entercom (N:ETM) were up double digits—except for after-tax cash flow, which was up triple digits, 102.5% to $13.8M. Net revenues rose 44.5% to $55.9M and cash flow rose 44.5% to $26.0M. On a same station basis, revenues gained 14.8% and cash flow 38.1%.

Radio One still in acquisition mode

"We hope to be in a position to announce additional acquisition opportunities and other strategic initiatives in the upcoming months," said Alfred Liggins, CEO, as he announced record Q2 results for Radio One (O:ROIA). Gross revenues rose 82% for the quarter to $24.1M, cash flow gained 57% to $9.6M and after-tax cash flow increased 53% to $4.6M. On a same station basis, both net revenues and broadcast cash flow were up approximately 30%.
Clear Channel rides into Albuquerque

Larry Wilson's Citadel Communications (O:CITC) consolidated Albuquerque radio so early in the superduopoly game that other major group owners have seemed reluctant to enter the market—until now. Clear Channel Communications (N:CCU) won't be able to lay claim to the market's only clear channel AM (both Lowry Mays and Randy Michaels love those 50kw money machines), but it is picking up a ready-made five-FM superduopoly from Jeff Trumper, with an LMA expected soon. Clear Channel is paying $55.5M for KZRR, KPEK, KTEG, KLSK & KSYU. This sale will leave Trumper with a single market, Salt Lake City.

RBR observation: It's getting harder and harder for Randy to find desirable markets that aren't already in the Clear Channel corral. With Citadel already claiming way over half of the market’s radio revenues, there's not even the possibility of DOJ objecting to a move that will give Clear Channel the maximum number of FM signals and plenty of upside (albeit, against an entrenched competitor).

Bulking up in Tennessee

Clear Channel already owns every commercial station licensed to Cookeville, TN, the hub of Arbitron market #260, so it's had to head a few miles out of town to expand. It's now LMA'd the six stations in Crossville and Sparta that Steve Newberry's Commonwealth Broadcasting Corp. recently acquired for a total of $2.015M. Clear Channel is buying five of the stations—WCSV-AM, WAEW-AM & WXVL-FM, Crossville and WSMT-AM & FM Sparta—for $2.314. At least for now, Commonwealth will continue to own WTZX-AM Sparta.

Forever ends in New York with $44.55M sale to Regent

Terry Jacobs and Bill Stakelin's Regent Communications (O:RGCIP) is adding two ready-built clusters (a superduopoly and a double duopoly) in upstate New York, marking the exit of long-time owner Kerby Confer from the Utica-Rome and Watertown. Confer and partner Donald Alt, operating under various corporate names, had owned combos in both markets for many years and had expanded them under the flag of Forever Broadcasting, headed by President Carol Logan. The stations involved are WIBX-AM, WRUN-AM, WODZ-FM, WLZW-FM & WFRG-FM Utica-Rome and WTNY-AM, WUZZ-AM, WCIZ-FM & WFRY-FM Watertown. Regent will pay $44M cash for the stations, plus 100,000 shares of Regent's convertible preferred stock, worth $550K at the last closing price (7/30) before the deal was announced (8/2). Once the acquisition closes, Regent will be operating in 13 markets. Broker: Michael Bergner, Bergner & Co.

Forever adds Pennsylvania combo

Meanwhile, Forever is adding a small market combo near Pittsburgh, paying $2.875M for WASP-AM & FM Brownsville-Oliver, PA. The seller, The Humes Broadcasting Corp., is headed by Jim Hume.

New homes for two Goodrich stations

Here's a new twist on consolidation: instead of a single company operating multiple stations out of a single facility, how about multiple companies operating out of a single facility? That's the situation in Grand Rapids, MI, where Bloomington Broadcasting today (8/9) became the third broadcasting company operating out of
Goodrich Broadcasting's facility.

Bloomington is LMAing WODJ-FM and is filing with the FCC to buy the station from Bob Goodrich for $6.5M. Meanwhile, Clear Channel's (N:CCU) LMA of WSNX-FM is a week old (since 8/2), pending an $11M purchase. Both Bloomington and Clear Channel are adding to superduopolies in market #66.

Goodrich once had stations in four markets, but with the wave of consolidation he told RBR, "it's very difficult for a small entrepreneur like myself to compete." Even so, Goodrich, whose main business is a five-state string of movie theaters, is keeping a finger in radio. He'll still have two AMs in Grand Rapids, WKWM-AM on 1140 kHz and WJNZ-AM on 1680 kHz. The latter is the expanded band relocation of WMHG-AM Muskegon, 1600 kHz, which Connoisseur (recent buyer of Goodrich's Muskegon stations) will have to sign off when the five-year transition ends. Broker: Charles Giddens, Media Venture Partners

Rhea shakes loose Salter stations

RadioWorks Inc., headed by Robert Rhea Jr., is expanding its Rockford, IL holdings and adding a suburban Chicago combo with a $7M deal to buy three of Salter Broadcasting’s stations. The deal includes WRWC-FM Rockton, IL (in the Rockford market) and WKKD-AM & FM Aurora, IL, due west of the Windy City. Broker: Gazzana & Associates

RBR’s Deal Digest

Bruce Maduri’s Genesis Communications is buying Ed Allmon’s WFIV-AM Orlando for $1.8M...Dex Allen’s Commonwealth II is adding Paul Coates’ KBZZ-AM & KBLJ-FM La Junta, CO for $630K...The Rhea Family’s RadioWorks Inc. is doubling up in Lafayette, IN with a $1M buy of WNJY-FM from L. Chance Inc. Broker: Ed Henson, Henson Media...Hiram Champlin’s Chisolm Trail Broadcasting is paying $525K for Chip McCoy’s KMKZ-FM Lahoma, OK. Broker: Bill Whitley, Media Services Group...Charles Kuralt’s widow, Suzanna, is selling WELY-AM & FM Ely, MN to Janice Erickson and Alice Hill for $325K...Former GM Jeannine Wells and shareholder Ted Piccolo have sold their stakes in KKB2-AM Portland, OR for a total of $305K in cash and notes and William and Cynthia Sizemore have become new 50% shareholders of licensee Western Broadcasting Co. for $50K, joining Frank and Myrna Eisenzimmer.

Trivia time

Can you name the four US states in which Clear Channel Communications (N:CCU) does not have any operations?

The Radio Index

The carnage isn't as bad as for .com stocks, but the interest rate bears have beaten down radio stocks along with the rest of the market. The Radio Index fell 5.97 for the week to close 8/4 at 154.13, down nearly a dozen points from the 7/15 record high of 165.97.

7/9/99 RBR
The deals listed below were taken from recent FCC filings. *RBR's Transaction Digest* reports on all deals that involve assignment of a station license (FCC Form 314) and substantial transfers of control of a licensee via a stock sale (FCC Form 315), but not internal corporate restructurings (FCC Form 316). All deals are listed in descending order of sales price.


**$2,000,000—** **WMHJ-FM** Louisville KY from The Owen Co. Inc. (George E. Owen Jr.) to KXR Holdings, a division of Cox Radio Inc. (N:CXR) (Robert F. Neil, pres). Price is an RBR estimate. Purchase option of 9/16/94 was for $1.77M, adjusted by the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index. Cox acquired WSFR-FM, WVEZ-FM and the LMA/option on WMHJ-FM from Jacob/Clear Channel earlier this year (*RBR* 2/15, p.12). **Superduopoly** with WSFR-FM, WRKA-FM, WVEZ-FM. *Broker*: Charles Giddens, Media Venture Partners (for the Jacob/Clear Channel deal)

**$1,100,000—** **KGVL-AM & KIKT-FM** Dallas (Greenville TX) from First Greenville Corp. (William J. Andrews) to KRBE Co., a division of Susquehanna Radio Co. (David E. Kennedy, pres). $100K escrow, balance in cash at closing. **Superduopoly** with KLIF-AM, KTKC-AM, KKLF-AM, KKZN-FM, KPLX-FM, KXZN-FM. *Broker*: Media Services Group (seller), John W. Saunders (buyer)

**$1,000,000—** **WEBZ-FM** Panama City (Port St. Joe FL) from DP Media License of Panama City Inc. (Roslyck & Devon Paxson et al) to Clear Channel Communications Inc. (N:CCU) (Lowry Mays et al). Cash. **Superduopoly** with WPBH-FM, WFSY-FM, WSHF-FM, WDIZ-AM. No overlap with WPAP-FM. LMA after 60 days if closing has not yet occurred.

**$843,000—** **KKXAR AM-FM** Texarkana (Hope AR) from KDB Inc. (Bill Hoglund, Ken Sibley, Dennis Niederer) to ArkLaTex LLC (Harold L. Sudbury, Linda D. Cate). $51K for AM, $430K for FM, $350K for five-year consulting agreement, $12K non-compete with Hoglund, all via various monthly payments. **Duopoly** with KTPA-AM Prescott AR and KHSA-AM. No overlap with WING-FM. LMA after 60 days if closing has not yet occurred.

**$1,000,000—** **KWGH-FM** Hope AR from ArkLaTex LLC (L. Ross Love Jr. et al). $51K for AM, $430K for FM, $350K for five-year consulting agreement, $12K non-compete with Hoglund, all via various monthly payments. **Duopoly** with KTPA-AM Prescott AR and KHSA-AM. No overlap with WING-FM. LMA after 60 days if closing has not yet occurred.

**$430,000—** **KXAR-FM** Texarkana (Hope AR) from ArkLaTex LLC (L. Ross Love Jr. et al). $51K for AM, $430K for FM, $350K for five-year consulting agreement, $12K non-compete with Hoglund, all via various monthly payments. **Duopoly** with KTPA-AM Prescott AR and KHSA-AM. No overlap with WING-FM. LMA after 60 days if closing has not yet occurred.

**$2,000,000—** **WMHX-FM** Louisville KY from The Owen Co. Inc. (George E. Owen Jr.) to KXR Holdings, a division of Cox Radio Inc. (N:CXR) (Robert F. Neil, pres). Price is an RBR estimate. Purchase option of 9/16/94 was for $1.77M, adjusted by the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index. Cox acquired WSFR-FM, WVEZ-FM and the LMA/option on WMHJ-FM from Jacob/Clear Channel earlier this year (*RBR* 2/15, p.12). **Superduopoly** with WSFR-FM, WRKA-FM, WVEZ-FM. *Broker*: Charles Giddens, Media Venture Partners (for the Jacob/Clear Channel deal)

**$1,100,000—** **KGVL-AM & KIKT-FM** Dallas (Greenville TX) from First Greenville Corp. (William J. Andrews) to KRBE Co., a division of Susquehanna Radio Co. (David E. Kennedy, pres). $100K escrow, balance in cash at closing. **Superduopoly** with KLIF-AM, KTKC-AM, KKLF-AM, KKZN-FM, KPLX-FM, KXZN-FM. *Broker*: Media Services Group (seller), John W. Saunders (buyer)

**$1,000,000—** **WEBZ-FM** Panama City (Port St. Joe FL) from DP Media License of Panama City Inc. (Roslyck & Devon Paxson et al) to Clear Channel Communications Inc. (N:CCU) (Lowry Mays et al). Cash. **Superduopoly** with WPBH-FM, WFSY-FM, WSHF-FM, WDIZ-AM. No overlap with WPAP-FM. LMA after 60 days if closing has not yet occurred.

**$843,000—** **KKXAR AM-FM** Texarkana (Hope AR) from KDB Inc. (Bill Hoglund, Ken Sibley, Dennis Niederer) to ArkLaTex LLC (Harold L. Sudbury, Linda D. Cate). $51K for AM, $430K for FM, $350K for five-year consulting agreement, $12K non-compete with Hoglund, all via various monthly payments. **Duopoly** with KTPA-AM Prescott AR and KHSA-AM. No overlap with WING-FM. LMA after 60 days if closing has not yet occurred.

**$1,000,000—** **KWGH-FM** Hope AR from ArkLaTex LLC (L. Ross Love Jr. et al). $51K for AM, $430K for FM, $350K for five-year consulting agreement, $12K non-compete with Hoglund, all via various monthly payments. **Duopoly** with KTPA-AM Prescott AR and KHSA-AM. No overlap with WING-FM. LMA after 60 days if closing has not yet occurred.

**$430,000—** **KXAR-FM** Texarkana (Hope AR) from ArkLaTex LLC (L. Ross Love Jr. et al). $51K for AM, $430K for FM, $350K for five-year consulting agreement, $12K non-compete with Hoglund, all via various monthly payments. **Duopoly** with KTPA-AM Prescott AR and KHSA-AM. No overlap with WING-FM. LMA after 60 days if closing has not yet occurred.

**$2,000,000—** **WMHX-FM** Louisville KY from The Owen Co. Inc. (George E. Owen Jr.) to KXR Holdings, a division of Cox Radio Inc. (N:CXR) (Robert F. Neil, pres). Price is an RBR estimate. Purchase option of 9/16/94 was for $1.77M, adjusted by the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index. Cox acquired WSFR-FM, WVEZ-FM and the LMA/option on WMHJ-FM from Jacob/Clear Channel earlier this year (*RBR* 2/15, p.12). **Superduopoly** with WSFR-FM, WRKA-FM, WVEZ-FM. *Broker*: Charles Giddens, Media Venture Partners (for the Jacob/Clear Channel deal)

**$1,100,000—** **KGVL-AM & KIKT-FM** Dallas (Greenville TX) from First Greenville Corp. (William J. Andrews) to KRBE Co., a division of Susquehanna Radio Co. (David E. Kennedy, pres). $100K escrow, balance in cash at closing. **Superduopoly** with KLIF-AM, KTKC-AM, KKLF-AM, KKZN-FM, KPLX-FM, KXZN-FM. *Broker*: Media Services Group (seller), John W. Saunders (buyer)

**$1,000,000—** **WEBZ-FM** Panama City (Port St. Joe FL) from DP Media License of Panama City Inc. (Roslyck & Devon Paxson et al) to Clear Channel Communications Inc. (N:CCU) (Lowry Mays et al). Cash. **Superduopoly** with WPBH-FM, WFSY-FM, WSHF-FM, WDIZ-AM. No overlap with WPAP-FM. LMA after 60 days if closing has not yet occurred.

**$843,000—** **KKXAR AM-FM** Texarkana (Hope AR) from KDB Inc. (Bill Hoglund, Ken Sibley, Dennis Niederer) to ArkLaTex LLC (Harold L. Sudbury, Linda D. Cate). $51K for AM, $430K for FM, $350K for five-year consulting agreement, $12K non-compete with Hoglund, all via various monthly payments. **Duopoly** with KTPA-AM Prescott AR and KHSA-AM. No overlap with WING-FM. LMA after 60 days if closing has not yet occurred.

**$1,000,000—** **KWGH-FM** Hope AR from ArkLaTex LLC (L. Ross Love Jr. et al). $51K for AM, $430K for FM, $350K for five-year consulting agreement, $12K non-compete with Hoglund, all via various monthly payments. **Duopoly** with KTPA-AM Prescott AR and KHSA-AM. No overlap with WING-FM. LMA after 60 days if closing has not yet occurred.

**$430,000—** **KXAR-FM** Texarkana (Hope AR) from ArkLaTex LLC (L. Ross Love Jr. et al). $51K for AM, $430K for FM, $350K for five-year consulting agreement, $12K non-compete with Hoglund, all via various monthly payments. **Duopoly** with KTPA-AM Prescott AR and KHSA-AM. No overlap with WING-FM. LMA after 60 days if closing has not yet occurred.